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SECTION I

i NTRODUCTI ON

The United States Air Force is investigating ways of predicting the

response of reinforced concrete in hardened structures due to blast (dynamic)

loads. The dynamic loads are caused by the nearby explosion of conventional
(non-nuclear) weapons. Current-generation hardened structures are reinforced
concrete construction, covered with layer(s) of soil, rock rubble, and/or a
burster slab. The steuctures have boxy shapes with heavily rei nforced
concrete walls, floors, and roofs.

The Air Force hopes to reduce the costs of construction by improving the.
analysis and design techniques. Substantial savings can be made by reducing
the amount of steel required in the shelters.

Present design and analysis procedures use "limit-state" theory to
determine the ultimate st -ength of the structure and idealize the structure as
a single degree-of-freedom system to predict the required resi,'tance. These
assumptions neglect the interaction between the structural cntiponents such as
the roof and the supporting walls. Finite element techniques offer the best
means of modeling the structural interaction between components and predicting

the capacity of e~ch component.

Commonly available structural analysis programs are not strictly appli-
cable to this problem. Most programs do not contain nonlinear material
behavior and provisions for soil elements, concrete-soil interaction, or
steel-concrete interaction. The few programs that address these areas are
designed for nuclear weapons where the loading has a long-duration shock
front. Conventional weapons have a short-duration pressure wave that de-
creases rapidly with distance from the detonation (Reference 1).

Many current investigations attempt to accurately model reiiforced con-
crete for use in finite element programs. Investigators are developing models
of the concrete that will exhibit the nonlinear stress-strain behavior and the
low tensile strength that result in cracking and loss of stiffness in the
reinforced concrete. More sophisticated models are including strain-rate
effects and load histories so that repeated detonations can be modeled
(Reference 2). Present design criteria for hardened structures do not call
for repeated explosions from conventional weapons.

Besides the modeling problems of concrete, the interaction between the
reinforcing teel and concrete is not completely understood. An accurate
reinforced concrete element must model the bond stress and friction from
interlocking between the deformed reinforcing bars and the concrete.

Until a complete reinforced concrete model is developed, analysis techni-
ques will be able to predict failure mechanisms related to the response of
the complete structure only. For those explosions where the structure can
respond as ýt un't, developing bending and membrane forces, finite element
UVŽt (.;an ulnumodul the rosponse with sufficient accucacy. Structural response
where the pressures ain high enough to cause failure of a localized area can
ktot be modeled (Reference 1).

•J1



SECTION II

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project was to determine if the finite element
program, NASTRAN, is a useful tool in modeling the response of hardened
reinforced concrete structures. The accuracy of the finite element model was
of primary importance and results from tests on a quarter-scale model of an
underground structure were used to evaluate the computer predictions. The
utility of the program was also judged on the usefulness of the output and the
ease of input.

A secondary objective was to understand the full capabilities of NASTRAN
and to relate them to the problems associated with modeling reinforced
concrete. This would identify areas of NASTRAN that cou].d be changed to
improve its ability to model reinforced concrete.

2
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SECTION III

FINITE ELEMENT MODELS AND RESULTS

NASTRAN (NASA Structural Analysis) was developed to aid in the linear
analysis of structures for the loading conditions associated with flight.
Different static and dynamic analysis approaches are available and limited
nonlinear capability is included. Nonlinear behavior nay arise from changes
in geometric shape or material properties.

To evaluate NASTRAN, different finite element models of a quarter-scale
underground shelter were constructed and used in different static and dynamic
analysis approaches. The finite element models were representative of the
element types available in NASTRAN and were not intended to be sophisticated
models of reinforced unncrete, since an accurate reinforced concrete element
does not exist. The wodels used were a combination of rod and plate elements
in which the rods represented the reinforcing steel and the plates represented
the concrete and a plate element alone that modeled both the steel and
concrete.

The models were used in different analysis approaches and the predictions
compared to the recorded data from the actual test. The computer projections
were output in numerical and graphical form and the usefulness of the output
was evaluated. Because of the limited experimental data, the model predic-
tions for maximum strain at specific locations of reinforcing steel, time to
that maximum strain, and time to return to zero strain were used to judge the
accuracy of the model.

The points used for evaluation were located on the top layer of
reinforcing steel at the middle of the roof span and at the face of the
interior wall (see Figure A-i). The gage points are denoted by ET4 and ET5
for Test 1 and by ET2 and ET3 for Test 2. These points had the best
experimental records for both Test 1 and Test 2.

A better measure of the accuracy of the model would have been deflections
rather than strains. However, deflection data were unavailable. For the
model composed of plates only, strain output from NASTRAN was not possible and
some bias was introduced when converting deflections to strain.

The finite element models were used in two displacement analysis
approaches, static and transient. The static approach used the static
.'equivalent" uniform loads provided in Reference 4. No mass effects are
considered in static analysis. This analysis was usedl tu develop a
resistance-deflection function for each finite element model.

The transient analysis used a linear representation of the load history
taken from the pressure-time traces in Reference 4. A grid point was placed
at each pressure gage location (seL Fiqure A-7) for each finite element model.
The loads could be applied directly W each grid point by assuming the
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pressure was uniform', distributed over one-.half the element lenqth in both

directions. The loads were stopped at the face of each wall.

Because the transient approach is a dyn~amic analysis, structural damping
and nonstructural mass effects of the covex.'ing soil and burster slab car. e
included, using NASTRAN. For this investigation, they were omitted,excelt to,,r
tK,ý model composed of plate membrane and rod finite elements, Varying amounts3
of damping and nonstructural mass were added to the model to determine their
effects. Damping and nonstructural mass were applie3 independently ot each
other.

No rational way of predicting the amount of structural daulping is avdil-
able, so the amounts used were chosen in an attempt to fine-tune the model.
The denominator in the damping coefficient fraction is the second natural fre-
quency from an eigenvalue analysis and the numerator was chosen to improve
model response. A convenient way of converting this damping to percentage ot
critical damping was not found.

Some of the mass above the shelter root acts with the roof and therefoikc
affects the mass terms in the dynamic equilibrium equation. The nonstructural
mass of the concrete buirster slab, plus the covering soil, and the nonstruc-
tural mass of the soil only, was placed on the roof of the model. Since there
is no way of determining how much nonstructural mass acts with the shelter,
these two amounts seem to be the loqical. choices.

The effects of damping and nonstructural mass were added to the Transient
Analysis Approach on a model that included nonlinear loads. All NASTRAN
dynamic approaches assume linear material properties. As the stress in the
concrete increases, the concrete cracks in the tension zone and responds non-
linearly in the compression zone. Presently, the only way of inducing non-
linear behavior in the NASTRAN dynamic appioaches is by including loads trig-
gered by the displacements and/or velocities of grid points.

To represent the loss of stiffness in a reinforced concrete member due to
cracking; nonlinrar loads based on the resistance deflection function were
applied in the dLrection of the blast loading. The load was equal to the dif-
ference between the NASTRAN elastic prediction (static analysis) for the
resistance-deflection function and the resistance-deflection function as des-
cribed in Reference 10. A detailed description of the resistance-deflection
function is found in Aplnendix P.

The additional load used was assumed to start at the deflection where the
finite element model strength and the ultimate moment strength from Peference
10 coincided. The load increased linearly to the maximum deflection of the
shelter. This neglected the portion of the resistance-deflection function,
whereas the finite element model underestimnted the flexural strength of the
reinforced concrete structure.

4



'fTe finite element models require cert;tin rimecetric ei'd material proper-
ties. Table B-13 containe; the section properties of the quarter-icale model.

Appendices C and D contain brief discussions uf the NASTRAIN analysis
3pproaches and finite elements. 'ite discussions deal only with those parts of
the approaches nnd element;,; applicable to modelinq reinforced concrete under
blast loaxdings. More detailed information is available in ReferenceF 12 and
13. Appendix E descrihes the quarter-scale model.

PLATE MEMBRANE MODEL

The initial model was composed of plate membrane elements (QDMEM2)
representing both tho steel and the concrete. The model was formed by passing
two parallel planes a tinit distance apart through the cross section of the
shelter (See Figure A-i). The nodes of each element were on the outermost
concrete fiber, halfway between the planes. No attempt was made to model the
reinforcing steel, and the concrete material properties were used for all
elements.

For this element, output of strain at the location of the reinforcing
steel was not availahle. The difference in the horizontal displacements was
converted to strain by dividing by the length of the elements. This was the
strain on the outermost top and bottom concrete fibers. By assuming plane
sections remain plane, these strains were converted to strain at the location
of the reinforcing steel by using similar triangles. Since the grid mesh is
very coarse, this strain was a crude average. In the Transient Analysis Ap-
proach, the time to maximum strain and the time to return to zero strain were
assumed to occur at the time to maximum horizontal displacement, and at the
time to return to zero horizontal displacement, respectively.

The results from this model are in Tables B-i and B-2. The maximum strain
in the static and transient approaches is too small, particularly near the
interior wall, and the time to zero strain is much too short for the transient
approach. Nonlinear loads increase the strains and the time to return to zero
strain; however, the loads did not improve the overall accuracy of the model.

The results from this model do not indicate that membrane elements alone
could successfully model a reinforced concrete shelter under blast loads. The
structure has a thick roof with very short spans, so that inplane forces are
predominant. If membrane elements alone cc uld model a hardened shelter, they
should work for this particular structure. As the vertical deflections
increase or as the span of the roof lengthens, bending would become more
important and the membrane model would become worse.

PLATE MEMBRANE AND ROD MODEL

To improve the representation of reinforced concrete, rod elements (ROD)
with linear steel nroperties were added to the membrane finite elements. The

I



nodes for the membrane and roxJ elements were moved to the location of the

reinforcing bars. An advantage of this model over the plate membrane model

alone, is that although many new elements were added, the solution times

should not ba substantially increasei because no additional nodes were added.

The nembrane elements represent the concrete between the top and bottom rein-

forcement. This neglects the concrete in compression outside the steel bars;
however, it includes the portion of the concrete in tension between the rein-
forcin,5 steel layers.

This model worked very well up to the maximum striin using a transient
analysis approach (see Tables B-3 and B-4). The percentage difference for the
maximum strain and the time to maximum strain were small enough to he
considered negligible. Even when the most sophisticated methods are usea. to
determine material properties, the coefficielLt of variation for deflection
predictions is in the ordpr of 15 to 20 percent (Reference 3). For this case,
the worse percentage difference (31 percent) should be considered excellent.

Since the results for Test 1 loads were so good, this model was used with
the loads from Test 2. Results were excellent except for the maximum train
at the middle of the roof span (Table B-8, Gage ET2). The experiment;l
results for this ýsage. are questionable. Normally, the tirst plastic hir j,:
would form at this point and this section would have the largest strain in the
roof. Therefore, the computer model is probably more accurate than shown in
Table B-8.

Nonlinear loads decreased the accuracy of the model by causing too much
increase in maximtun strain and the time to maximum strain. Sti in was
improved.

The effects of nonstructural. mass were investigated using this model and
the results are presented in Tables B-3 and B-4. The amount of strain was
greatly reduced and the response time of the structure increased. Even with
only the weight of the soil applied to the roof, the model was much too stiff
and slow to respond. A small amount of nonstructural mass could improve the
response of the model; however, a rational way of determining the nonstruc-
tural mass is not available.

This model was also used to test the effects of structural damping. The
results are shown in Tables B-5, B-6, B-7, and B-8. As the structural, damping
increased, the maximum strain and the time to maximum strain decreased, and
the time to return to zero strain increased. Although the amount of damping
was chosen in an attempt to fine-tune the model, the results were no better
than in the transient approach withoal nonlinaer lnaids'

This model works particuarly well up to the point of maximum strain.
Beyond that time the i.odel responds too quickly. by including the proper
amount of structural damping and nonstructural mass the model response could
be improved for a longer time period.
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PLATE-BENDING MODEL

A model was made of the shelter using plate-bending elements (QDPLT) only.
The model is formed by paEsing two parallel planes 12 inches apart through the
shelter cross section. The nodes of the elements are on the middle surface of
the walls, roof, and floor (see Figure A-2). The material properties used
were for concrete, Bigg's moment of inertia for a cracked reinforced concrete
cection was used for the bending stiffness. The distance from the compr-ssion
fact, to the centroid ro the tension steel was used as the transverse shear
thickness (Reference 2).

The model was used in a static analysis appi:oach only, because the ele-
ments require 'mrealistic boundarj conditions. A plate-bending element cannot
resist inplace forces, so to be used as an element in a wall the vertical de-
flection of the wall must be completely constrained. Other finite elements do
not require such restrictive boundary conditions and are more useful. This
element may be employed as a roof element when used in combination with other
element types. The roof ahould '-7ve a large span-to-depth ratio.

PLATF BENDING-MEMBRANE MODEL

By uriag an element that can develop inplane forces, realistic boundary
conditions can be used. A model using plate-bending-membrane finite elements
(QUADi) vas constructed in the same manner as for thL plate-bending mcxel.
Since the reinforcing steel was not being modeled, concrete material proper-
ties were used. Bigg's moment of inertia was used for bending stiffness, the
distance from the compression fact to the centroid of tne tension steel was
used for the transverse shear thickness, and the total concrete thickness was
used for the membrane shear thickness (Reference 2).

For the accuracy -:. _,ulred to -nalyze or design a shelter, the plate-
bending membrane model requires approximately the same number of nod,ýs as a
plate-membrane element model. Because of the gross mesh size used in this
project, extra nodes had to be added for the plate-bending-membrane model.
The stresses in each element are an avez.ge of the stresses within tne ele-
ment. This caused the element at the face of the interior wall to have small
tensile strains rather than the large cospr~ssion strains expected. Placing a
small element at the face of the wall (see Figure A-2) corrected this
problem.

Tables B-9 and B-10 contain the results from the Static and Transient
Analysis Appruoches. The model is too flexible, does nnt reach the maximum
strain soon enough, and returns to zero strain too quickly. Nonlinear loads
worsen the predictions, as would be expected for an overly flexible model.

A model composed of plate-bending-membrane elements alone did not exhibit
the kinds of characteristics necessary to model re:nforced concrete. The
flexibili. of the model depends on the designer's choice for a moment of in-
ertia. Also, input values for the transverse shear and membrane shear thick-
ness; are debatable. A better finite element mode] would have fewer and less
critical choices.



PLATE 3ENDING - MEMBRANE AND BUAM MODEL

By adding a beam (BAR) element to 'he bending-membrar',2 model the impor-
tance of the value of the moment ot inertia is reduced. The plate element was
used to represent the concrete and was given concrete material properties.
The bending stiffness was the moment of inertia of the concrete bc-ween the
center of gravity of the total section and the top liyer of steel about the
center of gravity of the total section (neglects concrete outside the Stee]
layer). The transverse shear thickness was the distance from the compression
face to the centroid of the tension steel and the membrene shear thickness was
the distance between the steel layers.

Two beam elements were offset the proper distance in each direction, on
each side of the middle surface of the plate. By releasing the the proyer
constraints only axial extension of each beam was allowed and bending \.:as
eliminated. Each beam had a cross-sectional area qual to one-half the rein-
forcing steel area in each layer and each element had the standard steel
material properties.

The results from this model are in Tables B-I1 and B-12. The model works
well in a Transient AnalysiP Approach, without nonlinear loads. Good results.
are obtained at the midspan of the roof; where bending forces are
predominant. Applying nonlinear loads increased the maximum strain arid
increased the time to maximum strain; however, it did not improve the overail
accuracy of the model. Near the interior support the model was too stiff,
even with nonlinear loads applied. As with all models, this one returned to
zero strain much too quickly.

The plate bending-membrane and beam model waý; the second most accurate
model in this investigation. Indications are the model would be more accurate
for longer span, thinner roof sections. The depth-to-spun ratio of 3/16 is
not small deflection plate theory and this model may be more applicable to
full-size structures (Reference 11). The input requirements for this model
are large because of the large number of elements; therefore, significant

gains in accuracy would have to be achieved before this would be the model of
choice.
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SECTION IV

V CONCLUSIONS

The finite element program NASTRAN can be extremely useful for analyzing
and designing hardened reinforced concrete shelters. When using a finite
element model composed of plate membrane elements (QDMEM2) and rod elements
(ROD), the structure is correctly modeled up to the maximum strain at the roof
span centerline and near interior support. Since the strains are accurately
modeled, it ii reasonable to assume deflections are also successfully predic-
ted.

Element stresses will not be correct because a linear stress-strain rela-
tionship is used by NASTRAN. Element forces are determined directly from the
element displacement matrix and will be as accurate its the displacements.
Deflection predictions of reinforced concrete members traditionally have a
large degree of uncertainty and a prediction within 20 percent of the true de-
flection should be considered excellent (Reference 3). The large prediction
error is related to material property and construction practices, so reduc-
tions in the size of the error cnnot be made by improving the mathematical
modeling techniques.

Better modeling techniques will help improve the deflection predictions
for repeated explosions for pressures high enough to cause localized failures,
and for time intervals that exceed the time to maximum strain. In particular,
bette-f techniques are needed to predict permanent set of a hardened structure.
The area,: that need improvement are in the finite element representation of
reinfox. .3 concrete, the amount and type of structural damping in hardened
structures, and the amount of covering material that acts as nonstructural
mass on the roof.

When dynamic analysis of a hardened structure is conductedhuge amounts of
output data are generated. By far the most functional form of output is gra-
phical. Numerical output inundates the engineer with data and does not pro-
vide a feeling for how the stucture is responding. The graphical capabilities
of NASTRAN are a tremendous advantage. tndeformed plots (see Figures A-i and
A-2) and deformed plots (see Figures A-3 and A-4 may be made separately or
superimposed. Plots of elements stresses, strains and forces versus time (see
Figure A-5) and plots of grid point deflectiors, velocities, and accelerations
versus time (see Figure A-6) are available. Input loads versus time also can
be plotted (Reference 13).

Input •'or NASTRAN is tedious at best. A large number of cards must be
punched for small problems aad the number increases quickly aa the number of
elements increase. The format of the input cards is rigid, with input data
restricted to certain fields. Where interactive computer service is avail-
able, input data could be written to disk as card images and properly formated
by simple user-written programs. This reLieves some of the monotony of input-
ing data but would not reduce the number of characters input.

9
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SECTION V

RECOMMENDATIONS

Results from the analyses performed during this project indicate NASTRAN
in its present form is useful in analyzing hardened reinforced concrete shel-
ters up to the time of maximum strain. The test used in this project had a
limited amount of useful data. More validation runs of NASTRAN should be made
before the program is used for design of hardened structures. The test data
needed for the validation run are:

(1) blast pressures on the surface of the reinforced concrete
member(s).

(2) deflections and velocity of regularly spaced points on the
outer surfaces of the reinforced concrete member(s).

(3) strains at selected points on the tension and compresscion
steel.

The boundary conditions on the test :,pecimen should be instrumented so
that any support movement can be determined and used in the analytic model.
Any strain gage used on a concrete surface should use at least 3 inches of
length to eliminate bias from cracks and coarse aggregates.

The ability of NASTRAN to model reinforced concrete can be improved by
adding nonlinear material behavior to the dynamic analysis approach. Non-
linear material behavior is available in a static approach (Piecewise Linear
Analysis) and could he added to the dynamic approaches by changing ti.d rigid
fo rma ts.

Accurate prediction of structural response beyond the maximum strain re-
quires basic research into the nature of structural damping and nonstructural
mass. The limited analytic study in this project showed the
computer model to be very sensitive to changes in nonstructural mass and
structural damping. The surrounding and covering soil layers (including bur-
ster slab) act with the shelter as nonstructural mass and add structural dam-
ping. Since both phenomena are related, a nondimensional model study may be
able to develop rational methods of determining stuctural damping and non-
structural mass for the specific configuration of a hardened structure (Refer-
ence 9).

Intensive work is being done developing a reinforced concrete finite ele-
ment and a good element should be available at any time (Reference 5). Most
work is being done to model nuclear explosions and the finite element will
have to be changed to properly model reinforced concrete subjected to a con-
ventional weapon explosion Whenever the model becomes available, it should
be added to NASTRAN to improve its ability to predict the response of rein-
forced concrete structures.

10
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The new element will contain strain/rate (or stress/rate) effects on ma-
terial properties. Most of the data available on strain/rate effects are 23
years old or older and contain some questionable data. However, the infor-
mation indicates gains in ultimate concrete strength are in the range 50 to
100 percent (References 6, and 7). An investigation into the strain/rate
effect is needed and should lead to substantial cost savings in reinforced
concrete shelters.

Investigation into the use of other general purpose finite element pro-
grams shoxild continue. Emphasis should be given to those programs that con-
tain dynamic analysis capabilities that include structural damping and non-
structural mass. The programs should be able to be altered to take new
finite elements. A most important consideration is the ability to generate
graphical output. Lack of graphical output would seriously affect the pro-
gramss ability for practical use.

[[
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TABLE B-1 3, MATERIAL AND SECTION PROPERTIES FOR QUARTE--SCALE MODEL

Concrete

E - 4.25 X 106 psi

G = 1.77 X 106 psi

Poisson's Ration - 0.2

Unit Weight - 150 pcf

Unit Mass - 0.000216 lb sec 2 /in 4

Steel

E - 29.0 X 106 psi

G = 11.2 X 106 psi
I.I

Poisson's Ratio = 0.3

Unit Mass - 0.000735 lb sec 2 /in 4

Soil

Unit Weight = 110 pcf

Structural Clear Thicknkss Flexural Steel
Elcinent Span Depth Area

(in) (in) (in) (in 2 )

Roof 48 9 8 1.32 each face

Exterior Wall 48 9 8 1.32 each face

Interior Wall 48 6 *5 *0.66 each face

Floor 48 6 *5 *0.82 each face

SAssumed ValUes
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"PPENDIX C

DISPLACEMENT APPROACH RIGID FORMATS

INTRODUCTION

The NASTRAN (NASA Structural Analysis) Computer Program is a general-pur-
pose structural analysis program intended for a wide range of applications.
To meet this requirement NASTRAN contains different finite elements to repre-
sent common construction members and allows these elements to be comhined to
model more sophisticated construction materials. NASTRAN currently provides

15 different methods to determine displacements of a ýtructure. Each method
is referred to as a Displacement Approach Rigid Forma.: and the user chooses
the rigid format, depending on the type of analysis required (Reference 15).

To improve the generality of NASTRAN the program is divided into subpro-
qrams or modules that can be called independently of each other. A rigid for-
mat is a permanently stored sequence of subprogram calls which produce a par-
ticular kind of structural analysis. The user may alter the sequence of calls
or develop a new sequence for unusual analysis problems (Reference 13).

One of the subprograms available for use with any rigid format is the Plot
Module. The plotting routines allow plotting of specific input and outpnt
data on a SC-4020 plotter, an Electronic Association Incorporated plotter, and
most Calcomp plotters. Also a user may write his own plotter routines for use
with NASTRAN (Reference 13).

Some rigid formats yield larqe amounts of numerical output. output in
graphical form gives the engineer a better feeling for the response of the
structure. Figures A-I, A-2, A-3, A-4, A-5, and A-6 are samples of the type
of output available through the NASTRAN Plot Module. Undeformed structural
plots aid in the detection of input errors in grid point coordinates and ele-
ment connections.

For this investigation two rigid formats were used, Static and Transient.
Two other rigid formats, Piecewise Linear and Differential Stiffness may be
useful. The remainder of this appendix is a brief discussion of those rigid
formi•ts, emphasizing the portions of those formats that are useful in anal-
yzing hardened structures.

STATIC DISPLACEMENT APPROACH RIGID FORMAT

The Statin Analytvih Rigid orpm.at is used to determine deformation, strcs-
ses, etc, caused by very slowly applied loads. This rigid format is a good
starting point in any analysis because the designer can check for input errors
in the finite element model and for conceptual errors in the choice of ele-
ments and boundary conditions.
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The loads may be concentrated at grid points, uniformly distributed over
two-dimensional finite elements, and generated internally as body forces
caused by gravity. NAS1TRAN will compute the gravity loads from the mass ma-
trix if the gravity acceleration vector is input. The mass matrix is composed
of the element mass and any nonstructural mass applied to the element, for
example, soil above an underground structure (Reference 12). Different load
factors may he applied to each load to aid in "limit state" design.

Solving the set of simultaneous equations generated by the finite element
method uses large amounts of computer resources. The Static Analysis Rigid
Format is set up to analyze the structure for different loading combinations
and/or different boundary conditions without resolving the set of simultaneous
equations. Each loading combination and each new set of boundary conditions
is called a subcase.

TRANSIENT APPROACH RIGID FORMAT

To solve structural dynamic problems the Transient Approach Rigid Format
is used. This approach assembles the structural stiffness, mass, and damping
matrices; generates time history load tables; and solves the differential
equations by a form of the Newmark Beta Method. The stiffness, mass, and
damping matrices may be assembled by NASTRAN and/or directly input by the user
(Reference 12).

Because of the large number of load entries required for even a moderate
size problem, NASTRAN provides four different functions, three linear func-
tions and one power function, to input dynamic loads. In addition to those

loads NASTRAN can generate nonlinear loads triggered by the deflections and/or
velocities of grid points (Reference 12). Nonlinear loads provide a means of
modeling nonlinear material behavior.

Mass matrices are generated by either the Lumped Mass or Coupled Mass
Methods. Some individual elements have restrictions on the method of mass ma-
trix generation allowed. Also, masses may be assigned directly to grid points
(Reference 12).

The Lumped Mass Method distributes the structural mass and nonstructural
mass evenly between the nodes of the element. This yields a simpler model
because there is no inertii coupling between grid points. In most cases the
Lumped Mass Method will result in natural frequencies below the true value
(Reference 12).

The Coupled Mass Method, sometimes called "Consistent" Mass Method, yields
an inertia coupling between grid points, i.e., the inertia properties of a
grid point affect the inertia properies of adjacent grid points. The element
mass matrix is dependent on the elastic properties of the eltmnent. This
method normally yields natural frequencies above the exact results (Reference
12).
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I
The damping matrix is the skim of direct input damping coefficients fron I

viscous damping elements, a percentage of the structure stiffnes;s matrix, and
a percentage of any/all element stiffness matrices. The user specifies the
appropriate constants for NASTRAN to compute the damping matrix. If t,'h-, input
data is not specified, structural damping is neglected. Normally strrctural
damping is expressed as a perc,,ntage of the critical damping (Reference 2).
NASTRAN does not contain a convenient way of expressing damping in this man-

For this rigid form~at graphical output is particularly useful. plots of

element stresses and forces versus tim.', and grid point deflections and velo-
cities versus time are available. Alco deformed and undeformed structure
plots are available in three dimensions.

PIECEWISE LINEAR APPROACH RIGID FORMAT

Piecewise Linear Analysis is used to solve problems involving matezial
p].ntl.ci.ty. This rigid format is presently restricted to statically applied
loads. Since the loads cannot be varied with time, it is not applicable to
the analysis of hardened structures in its present form and was not included
in this investigation.

For the Piecewise Linear Approach the user specifies a material stress-
strain table and the amount of load to be applied in each increment. The ri-

gid format proceeds to determine the displacements and strain using the firsi.
load increment and the user-specified elastic material properties (not the
user provided stress-strain table). NASTRAN then uses extrapolation to deter--
mine the strain expected in the next load increment, with this projected
strain a linear approximation for the modulus of elasticity for each element
is calculated from the stress-strain table. A new stiffness matrix is as--
sambled and the deflections 'nd strains for the next load increment are deter- i
mined. Deflections and strains are accumulated after each load increment. H
The rigid format repeats the sequence begini.ing with the extrapolation to es-
timate the next strain and continues until. the total load has been applied
(Reference 12). Solving the simultaneous equations for each load increment
requires huge amounts of computer resources. Choosing too many steps uses an
unnecessary amount of computer resources; however, too few steps will make the
solution inaccurate.

Piecewise Linear Analysis also gener.ites large amounts of output data.
The plotting capabilities of the plot modules provide output in a more usefulto .0.

DIFFKRENTIAL STIFPNESS APPROACH RIGID FORMAT

In some structural problems deformations occur that adversely affect the
structures' ability to carry the loads. In the design of tall steel buildings
this is referred to as the P-Delta effect.
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This rigid format introduces nonlinearity into the analysis caused by
large deflections. The NASTRAN approach is an approximate analysis and may
not be applicable to a particular problem, so that the usi of this rigid for-
mat must be carefully reviewed. One important limitation is that applied
loads remain fixed in direction and magnitude during the movement of the
Atructur'c (Reforonce 12)o

in some hardened structares this rigid format may prove useful; however,
when reinforced concrete is the construction material faijure of the concrete
will occur before the deflections affect the structural capacity (Reference
16). The Differential Stiffness Approach Rigid Format was not investigated in
this report.
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APPENDIX D

NASTRAN FINITE EEMENTS

INTRODUCTION

Only a few of the available finite elements were used in this investiga-

tion. This appendix lists those elements and contains a brief description of

the important element properties.

The NASTRAN plate membrane elements were developed by constructing the expres-

sion for strain energy using a linear variation in the inpliane displacements.

The basic element is triangular (TRMEM) and is used to form other quadrilat-

eral elements. The quadrilateral elements are formed by either overlapping
four triangular elements (QDMEM) or by connecting tour triangular elements
(QDMEM2) at the center point of the quadrilateral (Reference 12).

The material properties for the elements may he anisotyopic; however, only
isotropic material was used in this investigation (Referent, 14). For an iso-
tropic material two of three material constants, modulus of elasticity, shear
modulus, or Poisctonl's ni tio must be specified.

The Lumped Mass Method for transferring structural and nonstructural mass
to adjacent grid points is the only method available for membrane elements.
The mass matrix and inplane stiffness for the elements are found by assigning
one half the thickness of the quadrilateral element to each triangular ele-
ment. Although the Coupled Mass Method cannot be used for structural models
wit h membrane L;ifttuuitu only, the method may be specified for elements with
both bending and membrane stiffness. The terms in the mass matrix which cor-
respond to inplane motions are computed by the Lumped Mass Method and the
other mass terms will be computed by the Coupled Mass Method (Reference 12).

The strains within this element are constant because the deflections were
assumed to be linear, so the stresses are an average wi thin each element. The
state of stress for a nonoverlapping element is the average sLress in the four

triangular elements. A "shear flow" is calculated for the sides of each
element. The "shear flow" is the change in the inplane force along the side
divided by the length of the side (Reference 12).

ROD ElEMENT

The rod element (RoD) developed for NAST'RAq includes extensional' aod
torsional properties only and is based on a linear deformation function. The
elements are straight, loaded at the ends only, and have uniform geometric and
material properties. The strains are constant for the element because of the
linear deformation functions and the stresses are on average for the element
(Reference 12).
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For dynamic analysis approaches the structural and nonstructural mass
associated with each rod may be transferred to the adjacent grid points by the
Lumped Mass or Coupled Mass Methods. For this element the coupled mass matrix
is the average of the pure lumped mass and the pure coupled mass matrices.
This yields a much smaller error in the natural frequency than either the
Lumped Mass or Coupled Mass Methods alone (Reference 12).

PLATE BENDING ELEMENT

The basic NASTRAN plate-bending element (TRPLT) is a triangle with thi'Qc.,
degrees of freedom, one translational and two rotational, at each node. The
out-of-plane deflection is assumed to be the following incomplete third-degroc
function (Reference 12).

w=ax + by + cx2 + dxy + ey 2 + fx 3 + qxy2 + hy 3

The x 2 y term is omitted because there are only eight indepedent deforma-
tions in the triangular element, and only eight constants can be determined in
the out-of-plane deflection field. This displacement does not guarantee slope
continuity on the edges of adjacent elements; however, elements which have
slope continuity do not necessarily give better results (Reference 8).

The plate-bending element may be an anisotropic material and the user can
specify material properties with respect to any axis orientation. The program
will rotate the properties into the proper coordinate system. As with the
plate-membrane element, two of the three material constants must be s,''cified

(Reference 13).

The element may be assumed rigid in transverse shear. This decreases the
magnitude of the element stiffness terms by an amount equal to the transverse
shear stiffness (Reference 12). In beam elements transverse shear stiffness
is normally omitted because of its small size. In hardened structures trans-
verse shear stiffness is important because of the thickness of the construc-
tion and should not be neglected.

The internal forces are determined at the center of gravity of the trian-
gular element. h linear variation of strain through the thickness of the
plate is assumed, so stresses may be determined at any distance from the
middle surface (Reference 12).

The Lumped Mass and Coupled Mass Methods are available to create mass ma-

trices for plate bending elements. The bumped Mass Method places one third of
the element mass at each node. In the Coupled Mass Method, the mass matrix of
each element is calculated assuming a uniform mass density within the element.

Thus the mass matrix is depends on the bending properties of the plate element
(Reference 12).
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A quadrilateral plate-bending element (QDPLT) is formed by overlapping
four triangular bending elements. The bending stiffness of each triangular
element is one half the bending stiffness of the quaM.rilateral element. The
mass matrix is formed by treating the quadrilateral as four triangular ele-
ments. The stresses are the average of the stresses in each triangular ele-
ment (Reference 12).

PLATE- BENDI.NG-MEMBRANE ELEMENT

Small deflection theory for plates leads to independence between membrane
(inplane) forces and bending (out-of-plane) forces (Reference 11). NA:sTRAN
forms a plate-bending-membrane element by overlapping the quadrilateral mem-
brane element, QDMEM (composed of four overlapping triangular elements), and
the bending quadrilateral, QDPLT (compos;ed of four overlapping elements). Two
plate-bending-membrane elements are I )rmed; QUADI in which the different
material properties may be speuified for bending, membrane and transverse
shear, and QUAD2 which assumes a solid homogqneous cross section (Reference
13).

The mass matrices may be formed by using the Lumped Mans or Coupled Mass
Method for the bending stiffness. The Lumped Mass Method will be used for the
membrane stiffness (Reference 12).

Element stresses are available at arV location away from the middle Sur- !

face. Also bending stresses of the plat- combined with the membrane stresses
are available.

Bean Elements

The beam element (BAR) is derived, assuming a straight beam loaded only at
the ends and having uniform geometric and material properties along its
length. The directions of the principal, axis may be selected by the user and
the ends of the beam element may be offset from the grid point to which the
beam is attziched. The connection between the beam end and the corresponding

grid point may be released for any degree of freedom provided one degree of
freedom remains (Reference 12).

The ntl.ffness matrix includes extensional, torsional, and bending in two
planes. The bending stiffness also includes a contribution due to transverse
shea7 (Reference 12).

Internal forces and moments are computed on the ends of the element.
Stresses at each end due to bending at user's specified points may be detar-
mined along with the average axial stress and the maximum and minimum ext.on-
sional stresses (Reference 12).

Lumped Mass and Coupled Mass Methods are available to transfer structural
and nonstructural mass to the adjacent grid points. The center of gravity is
assumed to lie on the elastic axis and the inertia effects due to offset ends
•i beams are neglected. The Coupled Mass Method does not include the effect
oi transverse shear on the mass matrix (Reference 12).
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APPENDIX E

QUARTER-SCALE UNDERGROUND SHELTER TEST

The data used to judge the finite element models came from a one-quarter
scale model test of an underground shelter (see Reference 4). The test- wezit
conducted tc ,erify procedures for predicting shelter response and shelter
loading caused by an explosion on a covering burster slab (see Figure E-1).
All 14 test were run and a large amount of data was collected. sor this
investigation only the interface stresses from pressure gages on the top ,•f
;he roof and the strain in the reinforcing steel from Test 1 and Test 2 '.ero
used. A more detailed report on the test is being prepared and only prelim-
inary data was available for this analysis.

Generally the pressure gages functioned well for both teats and provided
the loads for the finite element model. A typical pressure time curve is
shown in Figure E-2. The gage at the face of the exterior wall failed in Test
1 and the pressure frrm the gage at the face of the interior wall was substi-
tuted (see Figure E-1). I

The strain gage datdi was spotty because many gages failed under the high
strain rates. Good strain data were available fran Tests 1 and 2 at the cen-
terline of the roof span and at the fac:e of the interior wall (see Figures E-1
and E-3). Since one gage was in a tension zone and the other was in a cow-
pression zone, these two points wera rchosen to judge the accuracy of the com-1
puter models.

Table B--13 contains the properties u:sed in the finite element models. The
section propert.y data were incomplete and assumed values were used. The
missing information was for the walls aiid floor so they should not be critical
to the structural analysis.

The quarter scale test contained a weighted average for the interfaced
pressure gages for each explosion. No information was given concerning how
the weighted average was computed (Reference 4). This value was used for the
Static Analysis Approaches.
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APPENDIX F

RESISTANCE-DEFLECTION FUNCTIONS

in response to externally applied loads a structural member deflects a
sufficient amount to develop enough internal force to preserve equilibrium.
These internal forces can be considered as an equivalent load. Resistance is
in the direction opposite the deflection. Since this equivalent load and the
deflections are based on geometric and material properties, a graphical repre-
sentation of resistance versus deflection can be drawn independently of the
applied external loads (Reference 10).

For a reinforced concrete member the initial response is elastic and the
elastic response continues until the deflection is sufficient to cause first
cracking in the tension zone. However, the nonlinearity induced by the ini-
tial cracks is negligible and a linear resistance deformation function may be
used until first yield in the reinforcing steel. After first yield in the re-
inforcing steel the response of a reinforced concrete member is termed elasto-
plastic and sufficient cracking has occured to require a reduced stiffness in
order to model the response in the reinforced concrete member. The upper
limit of the elasto-plastic region is the formation of the first plastic
hinge. From this point the member's resistance will remain constant until
incipient failure of the member occurs (Reference 10).

The resistance deflection functions were calculated as described in Refer-

ence 10, except for the ultimate resistance of the reinforced concrete member.
The equations given in Reference 10 to calculate the ultimate moment resis-
tance of a reinforced concrete member neglect the contribution due to the com-
pression concrete area. This would underestimate the strength of the concrete
member in the elasto-plastic range. After enough rotation to cause
crushing of the compression concrete area the equation given will accurately
predict the ultimate capacity. The following equation was used to predict the
ultimate capacity of the shelter (Reference 16).

M11 = Asfy(d-a/2) - A'sf's(d'--a/2)

in which

As = tension steel area

fy = tension steel yield stress
I.

d .d.ntancc from comnpression f ace to u.-kuui of tension steel

d' = distance from compression face to centroid of compression steelII
A's = compression steel area

f's = stress in compression steel

I a = depth of Whitney's stress block

Nin = ultimate (nominal) moment
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